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* The most comprehensive introduction to optical communications available anywhere--from the
author of Optical Fiber Communications, the field's leading text* Concise, illustrated module-
style chapters quickly bring non-specialists up-to-speed* Extensive DWDM (Dense Wavelength
Division Multiplexing) coverage* Advanced topics and limited math covered in side-bars'* Free
space optical (wireless fiber optics)

From the Inside FlapMASTER OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS WITH THIS INFO-PACKED
RESOURCE!FASTER. CHEAPER. GREATER CAPACITY. These are the promises of optical
communications. Optical Communications Essentials is a powerful learning tool for readers
eager to master this cutting edge field and get substantial answers to technical and applications
questions without getting buried in theoretical details.Written in an instructive, easy-to-
understand language by a world-class expert, this invaluable resource offers concise, 15 to 20
page, modules that use a minimum of math to thoroughly illustrate each topic. In addition to a
wealth of informative illustrations, comparison tables, and optional offset sections for advanced
topics, this comprehensive optical communications primer gives you:* Explanations of how and
why light travels along a fiber* An understanding of transmission and specialty fibers* Reasons
why so many component types are needed* Operational details of passive and active WDM
devices* Extensive DWDM and CWDM applications coverage* Illustrations of impairments that
affect system performance* The concepts of network management* Standards for design and
evaluation of links and networks* Descriptions of equipment needed for performance testing*
Overviews of fiber and component manufacturing issues* Web access to an interactive
performance simulation toolNo matter if you’re a communications engineer or technician, a
marketing person or telecom manager, a researcher or student -- Optical Communications
Essentials will help you connect with the technology that will drive communications for years to
come.LEARN ABOUT:* Optical Communications Terminology* The Behavior of Light: Waves
Versus Photons* Standards for Optical Communications* Optical Fibers, Cables, and
Connectors* Optical Amplifiers* Passive and Active Optical Devices* Photonic Transmission
Equipment and Protocols* Performance Tests and Measurements* Optical Fiber Link and
Network Designs* CWDM and DWDM Applications* Fiber and Component Manufacturing*
Network Management Concepts--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.From the Back CoverMASTER OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS WITH THIS INFO-PACKED
RESOURCE!FASTER. CHEAPER. GREATER CAPACITY. These are the promises of optical
communications. Optical Communications Essentials is a powerful learning tool for readers
eager to master this cutting edge field and get substantial answers to technical and applications
questions without getting buried in theoretical details.Written in an instructive, easy-to-



understand language by a world-class expert, this invaluable resource offers concise, 15 to 20
page, modules that use a minimum of math to thoroughly illustrate each topic. In addition to a
wealth of informative illustrations, comparison tables, and optional offset sections for advanced
topics, this comprehensive optical communications primer gives you:* Explanations of how and
why light travels along a fiber* An understanding of transmission and specialty fibers* Reasons
why so many component types are needed* Operational details of passive and active WDM
devices* Extensive DWDM and CWDM applications coverage* Illustrations of impairments that
affect system performance* The concepts of network management* Standards for design and
evaluation of links and networks* Descriptions of equipment needed for performance testing*
Overviews of fiber and component manufacturing issues* Web access to an interactive
performance simulation toolNo matter if you're a communications engineer or technician, a
marketing person or telecom manager, a researcher or student -- Optical Communications
Essentials will help you connect with the technology that will drive communications for years to
come.LEARN ABOUT:* Optical Communications Terminology* The Behavior of Light: Waves
Versus Photons* Standards for Optical Communications* Optical Fibers, Cables, and
Connectors* Optical Amplifiers* Passive and Active Optical Devices* Photonic Transmission
Equipment and Protocols* Performance Tests and Measurements* Optical Fiber Link and
Network Designs* CWDM and DWDM Applications* Fiber and Component Manufacturing*
Network Management Concepts --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.About the AuthorGerd Keiser is founder and president of PhotonicsComm Solutions, Inc., a
firm specializing in consulting and education for the optical communications industry. (Visit
www.PhotonicsComm.com.) He had extensive experience at Honeywell, GTE, and General
Dynamics in optical networking technology for telecommunications applications, has served as
Adjunct Professor of Electrical Engineering at Northeastern University and Tufts University, and
is a Fellow of the IEEE. The world-known author of McGraw-Hill's Optical Fiber Communications
and Local Area Networks, he is also an Associate Editor of the technical journal Optical Fiber
Technology. His popular books have been translated into Chinese, Japanese, and Italian. Gerd
can be contacted at gerd.keiser@ieee.org. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.Read more
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VIKTOR ZHIROV, “Сonsiderateness  and  punctuality. For education”

Van Erps Jurgen, “Well-written book on optical communications. This book is well-written and
explains all the basics concepts of optical telecommunications in a clear way. For the more
advanced reader, I would recommend Gerd Keiser's other book "Optical Fiber
Communications", which provides a more in-depth explanation.”

The book by Gerd Keiser has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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